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Inside the $6.75 million waterfront
Brooklyn condo Zendaya just bought

By Gladys Lai
1.33 Million Unique Monthly Visitors

After reporting the sale of apartments in Brooklyn’s high-flying Quay Tower last December, the
New York Post has revealed that Zendaya was one of the lucky buyers who snagged
themselves a spot in the 30-storey residence. Her three-bedroom and two-and-a-half bathroom
condo marks the first home the Spider-Man: Homecoming, Dune and Euphoria actress has
bought in New York, a milestone for any 24-year-old — even if you’re a celebrity.

Jointly designed by architecture firm ODA, based in New York City, and Marmol Radziner, based
in Los Angeles, the tower features a stunning array of state-of-the-art facilities, its residents
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given access to a pet wash, a fitness centre, a music room, and a 4,000-square-foot terrace on
its rooftop, boasting panoramic views of the Manhattan skyline and New York Harbour.

Open-plan living is the name of the game in Zendaya’s living space. Though she shares her
floor with five other units, there’s plenty of space — and plenty of privacy. According to the Post,
a private lift takes her up to her unit alone, bypassing other residents to open directly into her
apartment. Once inside, she’s greeted by earth-toned decor, with custom oak flooring and
cabinetry imbuing the space with a distinctly Californian air — only apt for an actress who
resides also in Los Angeles’ San Fernando Valley.

The kitchen is a stand-out. A marble splash-back and countertop is further heroed in a
magnificent stone island. Elsewhere, the commitment to contemporary chic continues.
Floor-to-ceiling windows flood the space with natural light, while a stone and wallpaper
bathroom, featuring a soaking tub and heated floors, functions more like a spa, adding an
additional touch of luxury.

Below, look inside Zendaya’s newly-purchased, waterfront condo.
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